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Viewer will let you load a "v3v" file, rotate and zoom the model in 3D and choose the material it is
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in your office or lab. Offers list of room types, online reservations, history of the motel and links.
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V3V valve with NBR vulcanized gasket. Stainless steel valve compression spring. Lower OT58
brass plug. NBR gaskets. TECHNICAL DATA. Threaded port. 0.01 MPa – 0.1 bar – 1.45 psi for
manual, pneumatic and pilot-assisted versions with controls min. 0.3 MPa 3 bar 43.5 psi. V3V
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REGULATOR WITH V3V 3/4” and 1”. Pilot Reg. sub-assembly. Manual V3V control subassembly. Aluminium regulator body. Aluminium upper plate. Aluminium . 3 days ago. Stock
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steel valve compression spring. Lower OT58 brass plug. NBR gaskets. TECHNICAL DATA.
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